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Crown ward lawsuit seeks more plaintiffs 
 

By Ashley Csanady 

Lawyers representing former Crown wards in a $110-million lawsuit are appealing to potential 
plaintiffs to join their cause. 

The case has yet to be certified as a class action, but it seeks to prove the Crown failed to 
protect children under its care by neglecting their legal rights, such as filing charges against 
abusers or seeking victim’s compensation. 

“It was the province who had the authority and the power and we say the responsibility to 
make those claims on these children’s behalf,” said Jonathan Ptak, a partner at Koskie Minsky 
LLP, which is representing the Crown wards alongside Sandy Zaitzeff from Watkins Law in 
Thunder Bay. Ptak said he hopes the case will shine a light on all the victims who didn’t see 
justice over the past 40 years. 

“We need people who are part of the class, Crown wards since 1966, to come forward and 
contact our offices and tell us their stories so that we can pursue this action,” Ptak told a news 
conference Monday, adding anyone who comes forward will remain anonymous. 

The two public faces of the class action ─ Holly Papassay and Toni Grann ─ both shared tales 
of horrific abuse and neglect during their respective stints as Crown wards. Papassay said she 
was moved from home to home and suffered both physical and sexual abuse that haunts her 
to this day. Grann more recently joined the class action and detailed her own sexual abuse at 
the hands of a foster “father.” She now has four children of her own, and Papassay has six, 
and they both want the system reformed for future generations. 

“I’m here because Holly had the courage to come forward first,” Grann said. 

There could be tens of thousands of possible plaintiffs, Ptak said, and they hope to make it an 
election issue should one materialize this spring. 

“You didn’t help us then, but I’m asking you to help us now,” Grann said, adding she’d like to 
see the suit prompt broader reform. 
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But there are still several hurdles for the lawsuit to clear before it's even certified as a class 
action. 

“I think it is still a very significant step in a case to get certification … it is not a rubber 
stamp,” Mary Paterson, an expert in class actions with the Osler law firm, said in an interview. 

She explained that late last year, the Supreme Court released a series of decisions that clarify 
the requirements for a class action lawsuit. “It is by no means easy to get certification. I think 
what the Supreme Court has clarified is when cases should get certification based on the 
certification test.” 

When considering class actions, “access to justice” is part of the judge’s consideration. In a 
case that involves a vulnerable group ─ such as Crown wards ─ that can be one argument for 
certification. However, that can also create very complex cases and judges don’t want to 
certify something that could very easily become too unruly for another judge to handle, 
Paterson explained. 

And, of course, certification is just one step in the process. 

“From what we can tell, there are somewhere in the range of a couple of hundred class 
actions that are currently active in Ontario,” Paterson said. 

She stressed that it’s extremely difficult to get hard data in Ontario on the number of class 
actions that are filed due to technological limitations in searching court records and the way 
the government tracks its information. That said, there are a number of reasons certified 
cases languish or simply taper off as opposed to succeeding or being dismissed, Paterson said. 
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